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A year of transitions

T

hanks to your loyalty, we just had another successful
year, a couple of important beginnings, came in first
in ratings for UC campuses that serve students like
ours, and began to turn our attention to securing our
future:

• We served 102 students.
• We matched 48 students with mentors.
• We successfully solidified our formal connection to
Cabrillo College’s Foster Youth Independence program.
• We have begun to secure our future.
• Our graduates continue to thrive.

Coming in first
Speaking at our annual Chancellor’s reception, Chancellor
Blumenthal said this, “The Smith Society is unique among
universities in California and perhaps the whole country.”
His opinion, at least with regard to California, seems to
be shared by the California Homeless Youth Project. In
a recent report they found that UC campuses offer more
programs and services for homeless and foster students
than CSUs and community colleges. UCSC earned the
highest rating of any UC campus for the kinds of services
that Smith provides.
What makes Smith unique is the way we marry a
community-of-friends, volunteer-driven model with an

institutional program, striving to offer our students a ready
answer on occasions when they wonder if they belong at
the University.
California Homeless Youth Project

Highest & Lowest Scoring Public Campuses
UC Santa Cruz
San José State
CSU Fresno
City College of San Francisco

100.0
100.0
100.0
71.6

UC Average
CSU Average
CCC Average

86.3
77.2
40.9

UC Merced
CSU Maritime
West Valley College

78.1
36.1
18.6
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The UC system offers the most resources followed by the CSUs. Community Colleges scored
a little less than half of the UC average. Ranges between individual campus scores are the
smallest for the UCs and the widest for Community Colleges.

University of California Scores
Santa Cruz

100.0

San Diego

91.8

Riverside

89.6

Santa Barbara

89.6

Davis

89.6

UC Average

86.3

Irvine

79.8

Los Angeles

79.8

Berkeley

78.7

Merced

78.1
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UC Santa Cruz and UC San Diego received scores above 90 percent. This means that all or
almost all of the supportive resources deemed highly important to homeless students were
present at these campuses (in addition to the resources being discounted and extensive
where applicable).

100.0

First student
crosses the Cabrillo bridge
With the launch of a new bridge between Smith and Cabrillo College’s Foster Youth Independence (FYI) program
comes our first Smith Cabrillo transfer student, MELISSA
DE HOMMEDIEU, a Psychology major who will matriculate fall quarter. Entering Cabrillo with little
guidance, she found a
place at FYI: “It makes
a big difference having
somewhere to go where
you are familiar with
people who are encouraging and tell you that
you can do it.”
Melissa and Bill
Originally on track to transfer to San Jose State, Melissa
was convinced by Deutron Kebebew to apply to UCSC.
(Our first student leader, on graduation Deutron set aside
the engineering career for which he had studied to work
with foster youths transitioning out of the system. He now
is program director with PAPÁS, a Watsonville organization dedicated to teaching men to be better fathers.) After a
campus visit, Melissa was sold on UCSC, “The community
was one of the things I left feeling the warmest about. It
was so very welcoming.” Having been the first to cross the
bridge, she now looks forward to taking the lead in helping
other Cabrillo students do the same.

Coming full circle:
new student adviser

This year LIZ MOYA, a 2013 Smith graduate, became
Smith’s permanent student adviser. Typically the first connection a student makes with us, this function is the master
link in the chain of services we provide, offering
advice, advocacy, and
guidance in navigating
the university bureaucracy. Emeritus Professor
Gary Miles, who created
our mentoring program,
says that he couldn’t do
what he does without the
Liz and Mateo
student adviser.  

In addition to her Smith experience, during her undergraduate years Liz was very engaged with the University’s
Educational Opportunity Program (EOP), which promotes
the academic success of first-generation students who
need extra help. She also was active in Santa Cruz’s Barrios
Unidos, an organization that creates positive alternatives
for gang members and ex-prisoners. The mother of a young
son, Liz is enrolled in San Jose State’s MSW program.
Of coming full circle she has this to say, “Being in this
position means a lot to me because I am a product of this
community. When I was an undergraduate Smith is where
I felt motivation to keep going, finish my degree, and walk
the stage with pride. I feel honored to work alongside our
Smith students. I feel like I am home and wish to create a
place of belonging for our entire Smith population. They
deserve to have caring, genuine, trustworthy people in their
lives who have their best interest as a priority.”

Friendship profiles
In another Smith first, this year saw our first mentoring tag
team. As an undergraduate, AMBER ROMANO (Porter
’12) initially didn’t want a mentor, thinking that made
her weak. Once she settled into a friendship with SUSAN
SEABURG, she came to see it in a fresh light. “Susan was
an amazing
mentor and
remains part
of my life
now. I love,
respect, and
feel inspired
and supported by
her even after
graduating.
Brittany, Amber, and Susan
I came to see
that it is okay to ask for and receive support, especially
when it comes with respect and kindness.”
Now studying to be a chiropractor, Amber has put her
own experience to work mentoring BRITTANY JACKSON
(Oakes, ’17), who is headed to graduate work at San Diego
State aiming to become a high school counselor, Brittany
says, “I wanted a mentor because I know that people and
‘friends’ can constantly come and go, which sometimes
makes it difficult to talk to others about certain situations.
With Amber, I know that if I’m going through a tough

time, I can call her and she’ll try to be a lending ear. She
offers an outside opinion to the situation I may be going
through, but with an insider’s eye from her own experiences.”
Says Amber, “What guides me in this wonderful relationship is that Susan continues to show up, checking in, and
listening. I keep this in mind as I now mentor. I signed up
because I want to pay forward the amazing gift I received.
I aim to be open to what Brittany needs from the mentormentee relationship. She is amazing, intelligent, resilient,
strong, and responsible. I’m confident she will achieve
anything she puts her mind to.”

JACK STINE (Rachel
Carson, Fall ’18), a
double Politics and Film
major, aims to do graduate work in documentary
film. His life goal: “I
want to be really good
at something to make
enough money to give
it all away.” At twenty
eight, he is one of our
older Collegiate Fellows.
Jack and John
This sometimes leads to
his mentoring to younger students. Other times it leaves
him having a hard time finding peers or older companions
to whom he can easily relate. He found it when he met
JOHN STEELE (Kresge ’89). A programmer/analyst at the
University and, like Jack, a transfer student, John currently
serves as match maker in Smith’s mentoring process.
Says Jack, “John and I are very much cut from the same
cloth. We may have different ideas about political, social,
and even aesthetic matters; but we are inherently very similar. John recognizes that I can be a workaholic so he often
reminds me to take breaks from the many things I have
going on. For example, last weekend he and I went to
Pidgeon Point for a few hours and kicked around a small
town up there. It’s really great to have someone involved in
my life who is supportive and invested in my well-being.”
Adds John, “Jack and I seem to share some fate for sure and
we are still exploring our parallel lives. It has only been a
few months, but I am grateful to have Jack as my friend.
He is one of my favorite people in the whole wide world.”

Research Fellows
We currently have two fellowships to encourage Smith
students to do research with faculty members, the Leapfrog
Fellowship, started by STEPHEN GAUDIO and MARIA
SEGARRA, and the Jane Jordan Fellowship. Beginning
next year, the former, which has heretofore been open to all
majors, will be limited to STEM students, the latter is for
psychology majors or those intending to work in human
services. This year, we had three recipients:
• KEELYANNE HYLAND has been working with sociologist Rebecca London to understand how Santa Cruz
county organizations implement survivor-based support for
traumatized women or those identifying as women within
vulnerable populations.
• JESSICA PRUDENT has been working with Professor
Alan Kawamoto in his reading aloud lab, which analyzes the
cognitive processes of reading aloud through the measurement of the onset time of written words produced out loud.
• JACK STINE is working with visiting professor and documentary film maker, MEL COX, crafting a documentary
from raw footage recording a trip Cox took to Africa with
students from an earlier “Focus on Africa” class.

Ripple effect
On graduation, chemistry
major VONG SOK got his
dream job at a biotechnology company. In less than
two years he realized that
he wanted something more
meaningful. He lit out for
Cambodia, his birthplace
and childhood home, to
teach English and sustainable living techniques to
Vong young people for a couple
of years. Now back, he
plans to study medicine. “I can’t say that I completely discovered myself as a result of this trip. But I can happily say
that exchanging my dream company to help many budding
dreams reach their potential in Thailand and Cambodia,
and to physically be with my family, nurtured my humanity and determination to pursue further education. The
next time that I volunteer, I hope to arrive with the power
to heal.”

MATILDA STUBBS
(Porter ‘14), completed
her PhD in cultural
anthropology at Northwestern this year. Along
with her research, she has
been an adjunct lecturer
at several local colleges,
including the University
of Chicago’s highly-rated
social work program.
Matilda and Cosmo
Having grown up in foster care,
her research reflects her passion to reform the system,
coming at it from an anthropological rather than the
more-common social work perspective.
Says Matilda, “I have long held the not-uncommon opinion that social welfare services in the U.S. are inefficient
and poorly managed. The disproportionate emphasis on
the bureaucratic process goes to the heart of a national
problem. I want to try to help change that so that the
main focus can be on how to help foster youth thrive and
realize their potential. I hope that my having been a foster
youth combined with my now being a scholar of foster
care administration can serve in ways that inform and
transform the foster care experience into a more effective
and meaningful social service for youth, families, volunteers, and staff, with less focus on paperwork and more on
supportive and culturally competent state involvement in
private family life.”

Cowell grad provides
help for pre-law students

JIM CLAPP (Cowell ’70) and Smith founder Bill
Dickinson, both philosophy majors, were good friends
in college. Active in the anti-war movement as well as a
Cowell Selectman, Jim
knew Page Smith, our
namesake, fairly well, so
our mission resonates
with him: “Based on
stories of what its graduates go on to accomplish, I think the Smith
model for helping kids
without family support
is unique and effective.
That’s why I support it.”
Jim

Graduating from Boston College Law School in 1974,
Jim practiced for three years in the San Francisco district
attorney’s office, followed by several years in a large local
firm. After moving to Montana, in 2001, operating very
much in Page Smith’s decent, compassionate spirit, he has
done a good deal of court appointed criminal defense and
pro bono work for poor people.
As part of his legacy thinking, Jim recently made a
substantial contribution to the Smith Scholarship endowment which will be earmarked to fund special needs of
pre-law students. Recipients will be known as James B.
Clapp Scholars. Says Bill, “Kelly Weisberg, our Chancellor’s wife and a professor at Hastings College of the
Law, tells us that students able to take classes to prepare
them for the law school admissions test (LSAT) tend to
fare better than those who don’t. These classes are costly
and can’t be covered by a student’s regular financial aid
package. Thanks to Jim, current and future Smith pre-law
students will have an option that their more fortunate
peers enjoy.”

Lost Childhoods: Voices
of Santa Cruz County Foster
Youth and the Foster Youth
Museum
We are collaborating with Santa Cruz’s Museum of Art
and History (MAH) to allow the public to witness the
foster youth experience as shown by the youths themselves. In addition to the “Foster Youth Museum”, a traveling exhibit produced by California Youth Connections,
a group of current and former foster youths who advocate
for system improvement and policy change, the MAH
exhibit also will feature displays done by local youths.
Smith board president Shawn Cervantes and a number of
our Collegiate Fellows have participated in the planning.
Running from July 7 through December 31, Smith will
host a private
showing
sometime
in the fall
to which
you will be
invited. Stay
tuned for an
exact date.
Smithies’ own foster youth exhibit

